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Editorial
Welcome to Issue 17 of search-consult

In this issue we are delighted to bring you a number of major features. The
first is - what we believe to be - the most detailed review of the biggest search
market in the World - New York. As Pilar Gumucio’s article on page 4 shows,
the New York market has had it tough over recent years. The triple whammy of
a general economic slowdown, the terrible events of September 11th and the
specific difficulties within the Financial Services market led to as tough a period
as most search professionals can remember. The good news is, as Pilar’s review
shows, the New York search industry is at last recovering some of its former
confidence.
search-consult is committed to covering the search market worldwide and
therefore, we have included an article exploring where the Financial Services
market in Japan is heading. Moreover, we have included a review of a
developing market - Poland. In May 2004, Poland joins the European Union
and an already thriving search industry is expected to go into overdrive. The
article on the state of the Polish industry may well have many western
European search professionals booking flights east.
This issue also carries a couple of articles on how search firms can operate
more efficiently. On page 12 Michele Bassett looks at productivity in Executive
Search, while on page 14 Jason Starr discusses how technology is being used
by search firms looking to create a competitive advantage.
The article on Competitive Advantage summarizes some of the findings of a
survey undertaken by Dillistone Systems (the global supplier of software and
services to the search industry, as well as publishers of search-consult). This
research has been covered in more detail at a series of informative seminars
that have taken place in New York, London, Frankfurt, Brussels and Zurich over
recent months. The success of these events means that Dillistone Systems has
announced additional events, taking place in Chicago and Los Angeles early in
2004. Places are free and can be booked at www.dillistone.com.
As always, we hope you enjoy this issue of search-consult and welcome
feedback - simply email your comments to editorial@search-consult.com

© Copyright 2003 Dillistone Systems Ltd

For more news on the search-industry,
register with our free newswire at www.search-consult.com
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New York:
The Phoenix Soars
By Pilar Gumucio
ew York embodies the Corporate
Capital of the world and as such,
mirrors the cultural and business
diversity, national and international
expertise, as well as the creativity and
sense of spirited competition that abounds
in this dynamic and powerful city. As a
result, many of the Fortune 500 companies
have a presence here. The Big Apple is
home to the United Nations, Wall Street the world’s Financial Capital- and is the
heart
of
America’s
Media
and
Entertainment industries. Viewing New
York in terms of the tri-state corridor (which
encompasses New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut), Life Sciences becomes
essential since New Jersey has the largest
concentration of businesses that produce
prescription pharmaceuticals and ranks
number 1 in pharmaceutical research and
development. Meanwhile, Connecticut is
renowned for Hedge Funds and Insurance.
Within this context, it is no wonder that
New York represents 8% GDP of the entire
United States, consisting of a business base
larger than all but 13 of the world’s largest
nations.
At this moment, New York’s economy is
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depicting mixed signals, reflecting how
globalization affects this exciting city’s
development. On one hand, the economy
shows signs of recovery as stock markets
are rising, US GDP has grown 7.2% during
the third quarter as companies attempt to

Susan Bishops
shake off long term effects of a prolonged
recession, the September 11th attacks,
unique challenges facing Wall Street and
resolve the economic uncertainty that
looms. Nevertheless, with the US

experiencing its 8th straight quarter of
growth without job creation, this becomes
an interesting challenge for companies to
overcome. As a result, executive search
becomes instrumental, helping companies
adapt and prepare them for growth.
search-consult
interviewed
11
consultants from large global firms and
small boutiques, including generalists and
industry specialists that operate in the New
York metro area to see what their clients’
main concerns are and how search firms
are adapting to the ever changing market
conditions.
A STRATEGIC NEST
New York contains a myriad of
opportunities for search. For Chris Clarke,
President of Boyden, New York is the home
of the largest and most sophisticated search
community of any city in the world. “It is a
crucial hub location for international firms
but has the scale of market and
concentration in certain industries to
enable boutiques to thrive as well.”
Most of the consultants interviewed
deem Financial Services, Media and
Entertainment,
Life
Sciences
and

Professional Services as the most dynamic
sectors in the New York market.
Donna Cornell, CEO of Cornell Career
Center, believes that some specific levels in
IT have, and up to a certain degree still,
generate a significant demand. Mark
Esposito, Managing Partner and Head of
Financial Services for Christian & Timbers,
agrees and explains that although” It may
not be a Silicon Valley, there is still a lot of
activity generated here.”
During the 1980s and 1990s, the
executive search business exploded as
companies hired search firms to recruit the
best talent. The booms in IT and
telecommunications
heightened
the
development of executive search even
further. Deregulation, technology, ecommerce and the transformation of
product portfolios permitted the expansion
of new markets and created favorable
market conditions in Financial Services.
Chris Clarke describes how the pay
packages and bonuses were considered the
highest in the world as search firms
competed for the best assignments. As a
result, clients were busy hiring executives,
search firms were busy conducting
assignments and the top caliber candidates
had more of a say in negotiating the terms
of their contracts.
WINTER ARRIVES
After a decade of robust economic growth
the economic bubble burst in 2000.
Although the economy was dipping, 9/11
pushed the NY metro region further into
recession. In fact, studies released a year
after the attack depicted that due to the
damage done to the Twin Towers, 83,000
jobs disappeared and a further 63,000
were never created.
After Sept 11th many of the big
corporations wanted to reduce risks for the
future as firms dispersed thousands of
employees to the suburbs and spread out
their operations to reduce their resilience
on Manhattan’s infrastructure. The
Securities Industry Association- main trade
organization for Wall Street, says that
members moved 20,000 of their 190,000
jobs out of the city in response to the attack.
Only half have returned, although the
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association admits it is hard to distinguish
between the impact on the attack and the
effects of the long market slump.
All the consultants described how
September 11th brought the economy to a
halt. As a result, executive search froze for
about 6 months as businesses and people
dealt with the shock, reprioritized certain
values and adapted to life after 9/11.
Hayes Reilly, President of Hayes Reilly
Associates, comments on the psychological
impact, the closer you were to ground zero,
the more it affected your business.
“Business dropped off considerably after
9/11. Searches that were underway were
cancelled or put on hold,” remembers Susan
Bishop, President and CEO of Bishop
Partners.
There was an initial reluctance to stay in
New York City as many people realized that
they wanted to work closer to home or
spend more time with their families.
“In the early days, clients and candidates
became averse to flying and visiting New
York,” explains Chris Clarke. “Some have
remained concerned and still travel less.
Video conferencing for initial or secondary
interviews became more popular” as this
trend, continues until the present.
Joe
Goldsmith,
Partner
of
PrinceGoldsmith LLC, comments on how,
“September 11th made it harder to recruit
people to New York because of the security
issues and the increased awareness of
being a target.”
Interestingly enough, Donna Cornell, Joe
Goldsmith and Mark Esposito report how
companies outside NY could now look at a
candidate pool that before wouldn’t even
have been considered.
According to Charles Grebenstein,
President of the Valley Forge Partners,
although 2 years have passed since the
tragedy, many people are still “less willing
to take risks and although it is not
something that they articulate, it is clearly
residual.”
“Since the collapse of the dot coms and
9/11 the New York market has been among
the worst hit in the search world, “states
Chris Clarke. Peculiar problems in Wall
Street, corporate scandals, recession and a
jobless recovery have further deteriorated
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the present conditions.
ON THE PATH TO RECOVERY
After three years of cutting costs and
massive layoffs, businesses are beginning
to see the light at the end of the tunnel.
Businesses are declaring an increase in
revenues, but overall, companies are still
running incredibly lean and are working
hard to make sure they don’t make or buy
more than they absolutely need. Costcutting and corporate restructuring have
played an important role in boosting
earnings but these factors have not created
the
necessary
environment
grow
comfortably and expand.
Joe Goldsmith explains how, “Firms are
still in somewhat of a restructuring period
in which organizations are trying to
continue run their businesses very
profitably and are looking to examine their
businesses, i.e., where they need better
leadership and are opportunistically
recruiting executives on that basis. “
All the search consultants interviewed
are cautiously optimistic about the
economy’s recovery, hoping that it will
represent an upturn in executive search.
After dropping sharply in wake of Sept
11th, executive demand in New York
appears to be stabilizing. The executive
employment market is stronger today than
it was one year ago.
Alan Work, President of Work&Partners,
describes how “There is a buzz that things
are starting to turn, and although there are
more firms requesting assignments, we still
haven’t seen a great deal of searches
initiated.”
For Susan Bishop, the market is picking
up as “Companies are hiring for positions
that have been on hold for 6-12 months or
more.”
Paul Heller, President of Cromwell
Partners, agrees as he explains how “Even
those professionals that were unemployed
are finding themselves with more
opportunities to look at and consider now.”
According to David Moyer, President of
Moyer, Sherwood Associates, “Business is
steady but, of course, not at the pace of the
late 1990s. Many of our searches are
upgrades, replacing underperforming
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professionals
with
higher
caliber
executives.”
Joe Goldsmith reports how more
companies are, once again, using executive
search as an effective means to executive
recruitment. Some companies have focused
on internal hires or tried to directly recruit
executives, bypassing the search firms as a
means to cut costs.
Hayes Reilly explains, “The cost of a
turnover or having a bad hire is just too
great right now. The Hay Group, a
consulting firm, recently conducted a
survey, which stated that the cost of
turnover to a company could be as high as
150% of the exiting person’s salary.
Another study, conducted by The Corporate
Leadership Council has calculated that 50%
of Director level and above professionals
leave, or are being asked to leave, a
company within the first 12 months”
Therefore, companies are turning to search
firms to help them minimize these odds.
In fact, Paul Heller describes that, “After
conducting exhaustive searches on their
own and not being able to find the right
candidate, these companies then hire
search firms to get the job done, demanding
consultants be thorough and quick” in
finding the ideal candidate since the need
for that position to be filled becomes a top
priority.
As a result, firms are more reluctant to use
executive search except to handle the most
critical, urgent and hard to fill positions.
Clients are taking more time to make
decisions; they are focusing more on costs
and selectively choosing which search
firms are worth maintaining strategic
partnerships. They are concentrating more
heavily than before on headcount and
compensation packages as well as all the
various strategic aspects of human resource
management. Clients are negotiating
harsher contracts in terms of off-limits,
lowering caps and reducing retainer fees.
FINDING THE RIGHT CANDIDATE
As firms prepare for the economic
upswing, they must make sure they have
the best talent on their side. Selective hiring
has become crucial for clients to strengthen
their capabilities in order to take advantage
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of the buoyant sectors that are arising. In
regard to executive recruitment, their main
challenge is to look for top talent in a tight
labor market as the current supply
outweighs the demand. Although there
may be an oversupply of candidates, quality
leaders are still scarce.
David Moyer believes that the “Biggest
challenge is there is always a glut of
aspirants and a shortage of really qualified,
accomplished candidates. Corporations turn
to us because we know the field and can
advise them on how to hire more effectively
as well as identify and attract top talent. But

Hayes Reilly
it’s never easy, so every day is demanding.”
Chris Clarke, Susan Bishop and Paul
Heller also agree that finding the right
candidate is crucial and in the current
environment this is a taxing task. Donna
Cornell elaborates on this point further as
she explains, “Although there is a general
perception that there are a lot of candidates
out there, the reality proves otherwise.
During the cut backs, companies kept their
stellar professionals, which are the ones
that most clients are trying to hire as they
turn to us to do just that. However, these
stellar performers are more reticent to make
the change because the economy is influx
and because they have been highly
rewarded to stay with their current
employer.”
CHOOSING THE RIGHT PHOENIX
Under the present conditions, the right

S

search firm is instrumental for a company’s
continued success. More so when you take
into consideration that the volume of search
has gone down, companies are becoming
more selective in the way they use search
as many are reducing the number of
preferred suppliers or at the very least,
reviewing the terms and conditions of their
current contracts. Search firms will have to
complete more assignments to match their
revenue levels of years gone by, working
twice as hard to achieve the best result,
serving clients in different ways as search
firms adapt to the present market
conditions.
Charles Grebenstein, who has worked in
executive search for 25 years, describes,
“There was a period several years ago
where clients respected recruiters on a
‘best efforts’ basis. Today that is no longer
applicable, clients expect to pay for results
rather than the efforts applied.”
Some of the consultants reported that
that one of the reasons this has changed is
because during the boom years there were
too many search firms that took on too
much work and therefore, let their
standards of quality slip. As a result, many
companies were dissatisfied with the level
of service provided. Clients want to make
sure this does not happen again.
David Moyer describes the challenge of
“continuing to deliver high quality work in
an atmosphere of imperfect understanding
of what search is, what it does and doesn’t
do. Some clients are well versed in the field,
and use it well. Others have involved more
junior people in the process without
adequate training. In those cases, we have
to deliver good search execution while
simultaneously providing education about
the field and its processes.”
“Today, companies want to hire firms
that have a proven process for success,”
reports Hayes Reilly. During the search
process the hiring managers and human
resource professionals overseeing the
search want to make sure the companies
are getting quality and value for their
money.
“Clients demand due diligence,” reports
Alan Work. “There is a lot they want
processed now in terms of reports and are

requiring more aggressive research into
candidates’ references. More people are
involved as the checks and balances have
become more significant.”
Joe Goldsmith explains, “Although it is
clear that corporate scandals and new
regulations have heightened peoples’
sensitivities, we continue to do what we
have always done - which is to focus on
doing as much background work as we can
prior to and during the recruiting process to
make sure we have done everything that
we can to give our clients comfort with the
background
and
the
roles
and
responsibilities these candidates have
played in their previous organizations.”
Michael Curran, President of Curran
Partners, reminds us that “One of the main
reasons clients hire us is our knowledge of,
and connections to, the highest quality

Paul Heller
executive talent in their industry - talent
which clients would otherwise have
difficulty identifying and recruiting. We are
expected to use our abilities and resources
to establish the reality of the candidate’s
background, to more reliably assess fit and
thereby deliver higher quality candidates
companies could not recruit on their own”.
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
As business becomes tougher, a search
consultant’s expertise, experience, network
connections and personal relationships
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become fundamental in order to survive
and thrive. Although strong personal
relationships have always been vital in
search, clients are demanding that
professionalism and trustworthiness be
embedded if a personal long-term
relationship is going to continue.
For Joe Goldsmith, building long-term
relationships with clients is crucial;
especially those in which you have become
a client’s preferred provider and can
execute multiple searches within that
relationship over an extended period of
time. Search has become more than a
transactional activity as a consultative
partnership provides “Real insight into best
practices within their industries. It’s much
more than delivering the best talent, it’s
about providing competitive benchmarking
to help your client to think about how they
may structure their businesses and run their
businesses better.”
Donna Cornell agrees, believing that in
order to form a true partnership, consulting
with them on any HR issue enables her firm
to first-handedly understand her clients’
requirements and therefore, provide them
with a better service.
According to Chris Clarke, “The way to
win is through trusted relationships,
understanding client needs and executing
superb searches.”
Within this context, each firm must
address the set of unique problems and
opportunities that their clients face, they
must be able to understand the market and
have
the
necessary
established
relationships to move their clients and
themselves forward.
For Paul Heller, it is essential that “We
provide clients with deep market
knowledge and expertise in the areas we
work. We structure our service to meet the
needs of the client and not to meet our own
agenda. We focus on being able to identify
and attract people they cannot find on their
own. The best people for the search usually
are not looking for a job and we do a great
job going out and identifying them,
engaging and closing the deal. We have
been through a variety of peaks and valleys
in terms of the economic cycles and as a
result, we can offer a candidate perspective
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about how to manage their career and get
through difficult economic times.”
Susan Bishop believes, “In depth industry
knowledge, along with a very successful
track record, and personal attention,” are
vital. “We are totally on top of the
assignment at every level. We maintain
very close communication with both clients
and candidates, which has led to repeat
business and to candidates being happy
with the process.”
All the consultants we interviewed noted
the importance of ownership and
accountability in creating long-term
relationship with clients. In the past, this
practice has not always been sustained.
Therefore, respected consultants, like the
ones search-consult interviewed, are
working hard to convince their clients,
whether it is done personally or through
project managers, that this practice is
always upheld.
For Mark Esposito and Hayes Reilly, the
way a search firm manages its off-limits is
also fundamental.
Joe Goldsmith highlights the importance
of balancing new and established clients.
“We are careful about our off-limits in terms
of making sure that we do not add too
many new clients. As a boutique, this
flexibility and commitment enables us to
recruit the most outstanding talent.”
PREPARING THE PHOENIX TO SOAR
The search profession is undergoing a
paradigm shift due to the intense pressures
of the past few years. Today the landscape
of executive search is quite different from
that of 2000, mirroring their clients as they
reduce their operations, upgrade stellar
performers and adapt to new market
conditions.
New York exemplifies this trend as
competition is intense between big and
small firms, generalists and specialists, all
competing for their share of the search
market. In addition, contingency firms and
corporate recruiters are increasingly trying
to gain ground. The companies that are
trying to avoid paying a retainer fee may
first turn to them, but the quality of service
rendered is not the same and therefore, not
considered a real threat to high-end
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executive search firms.
In the present environment, competition
has intensified as search firms try to
maintain existing clients while trying to
attract new business. Joe Goldsmith and
Donna Cornell point out that reducing a fee
to win business is not the appropriate
response.
For Joe Goldsmith, “Search firms have to
be careful about discounting fees to win
business because it sets a difficult precedent
in going forward. “
Donna Cornell reports that reducing fees
does not guarantee you long-term survival.
“Some firms may cut back staff, others may
change the type of searches they conduct,
but I don’t see them surviving by simply
discounting fees.”
Nevertheless, Alan Work believes that in
order to obtain the assignment, it is
important to be aggressive in terms of fee
structures, pricing, billing cycles and
defining what the client really expects the
consultant to deliver. By themselves these
factors may not win you the business, but if
you add them to a search firm’s expertise
and market knowledge, it just may sway the
client into giving you the assignment.
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areas within the Financial Services sector. In
turn, “Large and small firms are trying to
capture this market share as they try to build
practices focusing on these two key sectors.”
It is interesting to note that some sectors
of Financial Services are recovering and
others are expanding, but many of the firms
we interviewed informed us that there was
not much movement coming from Wall
Street yet. Chris Clarke believes “Financial
services will always be important to New
York as executive recruitment begins to

Donna Cornell
FEEDING THE PHOENIX
New York continues to be a dynamic
metropolitan city, and as such the most
important sectors continue to be in Financial
Services, Professional Services, Life
Sciences, Media and Entertainment as well
as Technology.
In Financial Services, there is a steady
demand for high-end talent across the
board. According to Donna Cornell, there is
a market demand for financial management,
such as CEOs, COOs, CFOs and CPOs. There
is a need for key players who can be change
agents and possess strong leadership
abilities.”
“Consumer Finance and Hedge Funds
have remained strong while Investment
Banking, M&A and Equities have remained
relatively weak,” reports Mark Esposito.
For Paul Heller, “Alternative Investment
and Structured Derivatives depict the
greatest demand.”
Joe Goldsmith views Asset Management
and Hedge Funds as the most expansionary
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recover.”
Hayes Reilly explains, “Corporate
Governance, Board and Homeland Security
searches are booming. With all the unethical
and illegal activities of late, corporate
governance is being redefined. As a result,
the services offered by accounting firms, law
firms, search firms, and consultancies are in
demand as companies try to clean house.”
For David Moyer, who specializes in
Corporate Communications/Public Relations,
corporate scandals “have increased many
corporations’
focus
on
their
communications/PR programs. Companies
that have had problems in the past or want
to avoid them in the future are focusing on
finding the most qualified Chief
Communications officers. CEOs are speaking
more, and we are one of the few search
firms that knows what corporate
speechwriters are all about.”
Susan Bishop explains, “Media companies
are doing a lot of consolidating, so there is a

S

lot of activity at the Board level and also
in financial roles, particularly CFO.
Technology is the real new driver of the
industry, so looking forward I believe
there will be a huge need for people who
understand how new hardware and
software are affecting the consumer’s
experience, which will ultimately change
traditional advertising, marketing, and
sales of products and services.”
Life Sciences are important sectors of
growth. According to Hayes, the
Pharmaceutical sector is dynamic across
the board. Donna Cornell reports, “In
Healthcare, the most dynamic areas are
in Management and Patient Care.”
For Charles Grebenstein, at the moment
Life Sciences are beginning to recover.
“The sectors of Life Sciences have been
expanding, but at a very slow rate.
Currently, there is a reluctance to hire,
but that is more directly related to the
down turn in funding during the last 24
months. Although there has been
expansion, simultaneously there has
been a lot of consolidation. There have
been a lot of mergers, a number of
companies with difficulties in obtaining
funding, and there are companies that
have had money but have been very
careful in the way they spend it during
the downturn.” Hopefully as the economy
recovers, Life Sciences will also pick up.
PREPARING FLIGHT
New York has always set trends and
will continue to do so. After 9/11 and a
prolonged recession New York is heading
towards an economic upswing. Clients
and search firms alike are adapting to the
new market conditions and identifying
new opportunities for growth. In depth
knowledge, strategic partnerships and a
certain degree of flexibility are essential
for the Phoenix to lift himself out of the
ashes and soar vigorously through
the sky.

www.search-consult.com
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Ray & Berndtson in Brazil:

Opening Ground in The Amazons
By Pilar Gumucio
razil has been hit hard by the recent
global economical crisis, threatening
the country’s development. Investors
were particularly worried about Brazil’s
huge external debt and whether this South
American country has the capacity to fulfil
its obligation. Luiz Inacio Lula Da Silva’s
recent arrival as President has managed to
stabilize the economy and introduce new
reforms that have been welcomed by many,
especially the investors and entrepreneurs.
Lula’s leadership has helped reduce the
country’s risk factor, which has in turn, is
increasing foreign investment and business
confidence, positioning it better to be
treated as a strategic partner.
As a result, Brazil is still a leading player
as its prospects for growth are massive. It
represents the biggest economy in South
America and after Mexico, is the second
strongest economy in all of Latin America. If
you take into consideration Brazil’s sheer
size, population and natural resources, the
possibilities of growth are endless.
Winston Pegler, Managing Director of Ray
& Berndtson in Brazil, spoke to searchconsult about how he views this giant and
how his search firm is taking advantage of
the opportunities that are being created.
“There are problems in Brazil, depicted in
the fact that many search firms are reducing
their activities here. Nevertheless, we are
proud to declare that Ray & Berndtson is
continuing to grow its business by
approximately 35% per year.”
Pegler explains some of the factors that
are contributing to Brazil’s development.
“Of course, globalization has had a
positive impact. It has expanded the
demand for our services as Human Capital
Strategy Consultants. Brazil is ideal,
nowadays, for producing and exporting

B

products worldwide. It is our job to help our
clients identify and exploit these
competitive advantages through the
assessment and recruitment of the right
management.”
“The economy of the United States is
closely linked to ours.” As a result, when
they are in recession, it affects Brazil. Now
that they are entering a recovery, this will
improve Brazil’s situation as well.”
As Brazil’s economic prospects increase,
so do the opportunities for the executive
search industry.
According to Pegler, the most important
sectors of growth are in Agro-business,
Chemicals, Retail and Energy. “We expect
these areas to have a cascading effect on
other areas, such as Durable Consumer
Goods and Appliances.”
SEIZING OPPORTUNITIES
Pegler explains how, “Ray & Berndtson is
a company that believes in having few
clients by business sector, as loyalty to them
is fundamental. We monitor their business
and sector’s development and assist them in
strategic decisions concerning human
capital.”
“Following the global trend, many
companies have had to save on costs and
restructure their operations. Therefore,
senior talent has become instrumental for
clients to strengthen their capabilities and
take advantage of the opportunities that are
opening up.”
Ray & Berndtson’s Managing Director
declares, “We believe that our success is
based on the fact that we understand that
executive search is no longer a transactional
activity. Executive search today is providing
services, leveraged by deep market
knowledge
and
identifying
the

management able to explore niches of
growth. It’s much more than delivering the
best talent, it’s also about getting clients to
structure their businesses better to optimize
their talent’s competencies.”
“We believe that it is our job to conduct a
thorough analysis of the client’s market,
study their competitors and many times,
anticipate the client’s human capital
needs.”
Ray & Berndtson’s top consultant in Brazil
adds, “Executive search is more than just
recruitment, it is becoming strategic
partners with our clients and as such, it
means monitoring their every step and be
there when they need it, not when they
asks for it.”
“We are number 1 in Brazil, growing
while our competitors reduce their
operations and personnel. We have just
hired 3 new partners as we prepare
ourselves for the demands that our clients
will place instead of just passively waiting
to see what happens.”
Pegler adds, “We are increasing our
market share. We are permanently
reinventing the business model and
adapting ourselves to our clients’ needs”.
How does Winston Pegler view the
future? His outlook for Brazil is very
promising. His outlook for Ray & Berndtson
in Brazil is even more favourable as he and
his search firm continue to adapt to new
market conditions, preparing themselves
and their clients to strategically move
forward. It is a win - win situation.

www.search-consult.com

For more information, contact:
Web: www.rayberndtson.com
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Where is Japan’s
Financial Services Industry
Heading?
By Katsunobu Komizo & Walter Clement
apan has grown from a state of near
desolation to become the world’s
second largest economy in a relatively
short fifty years. Much of Japan’s success
rests on its strategic public policy, sound
central economic planning, and the
dynamism and strong work ethic of the
Japanese people. Japan’s economy has
been led by the Ministry of Finance (MoF),
which has exerted strong control over the
banking industry and policies. Following the
MoF’s directives, the major resources of
Japanese banks have focused on providing
funds targeted to the major industries that it
identified as the driving forces of the
Japanese economy, such as steal, chemical,
machinery and construction.
However, the Japanese economy entered
a bubble, which peaked in 1990 and
collapsed soon thereafter. Since the bubble
burst in the early 1990s, the Japanese
economy has been mired in a recession, and
has been unable to recover from this
condition. Japanese banks, under control of
the MoF, are primarily responsible for the
creation and collapse of the bubble, and
have been unable to take the necessary
measures to resolve this problem. The
influence of Japanese banks over the
economy is overwhelming, with bank loans
representing as much as 85% of Japan’s
GDP.
In comparison, US bank loans
represent approximately 1/3rd of America’s
GDP.
The Japanese Government has spent
more than 100 trillion yen on public works
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projects over the past ten years, taken as a
measure to recover from the prolonged
recession. However, this has not led to
significant economic recovery. This
spending policy has been backed by Japan’s
main political party, the Liberal Democratic
Party (LDP), which aims to secure political
support through propping up such publicworks related industries as general
contractors and public corporations. This
situation has led to an unprecedented strong
triangular political relation between the
LDP, government bureaucrats, and
businesses. This structure is deeply
engrained within post-war Japanese
society, and is the primary cause for the
prolonged stagnation of the Japanese
economy.
There are now many debates reflected in
the media, within financial markets and
among politicians as to how Japan’s
economic woes should best be addressed.
Some claim that the first step is for the
government to take Keynesian measures to
pull the nation’s economy out of its
deflationary spiral, with old-guard
politicians advocating the continued
injection of public money into the outdated
industries that comprise their constituencies
and supporters. Others insist that Japan’s
industrial structure and banking system
must be first reformed and believe that as
part of this, an aggressive disposal of bad
loans at banks must occur.
The banking industry, following a strong
push from the Japanese Government, has

finally begun to restructure its operations
and organizations as reforms have taken
place at an unprecedented level. Four
Japanese mega-banks have merged, badloans have been disposed of at accelerated
rates, bank offices (particularly overseas)
have closed, and interest rates have risen to
more accurately reflect credit risk.
Additionally, huge amounts of public money
have been allocated to many of the larger
Japanese banks, such as the government’s
recent two trillion-yen injection to the
Resona banking group.
HOW JAPAN SHOULD RESOLVE ITS
BANKING PROBLEMS
Japan cannot resolve its banks’
fundamental problems simply through the
public injection of funds, or by boosting
interest revenues by forcing borrowers to
accept higher rates in order to improve the
banking industry’s profitability. Business
performance cannot simply improve by
trying to fix balance sheets as well as profit
and loss accounts. Corporate value is not
only comprised of the treasury value found
in a balance sheet, but also of knowledge
value, determined by the quality of a
corporation’s human resources and its
management capabilities. Knowledge value
is the most important component of
corporate value that should be addressed,
especially in today’s “Knowledge Society.”
In order to address this human capital issue
properly, Japanese banks must first reform
their corporate governance, employment

systems and even corporate culture. The
fundamental reason for the decade-long
inability to fix the Japanese banking
industry is that knowledge value has been
given little importance by management.
Employment systems at Japanese banks
are still based on the concepts of life-long
employment, rigid compensation structures,
and promotion by seniority instead of merit.
The Japanese Government has spurred
some changes as a condition for the receipt
of public money, such as forcing banks to
provide early retirement packages to senior
employees. However, little change has
taken place in effectively overhauling the
banks’
overall
human
resources
management. Most of the top executives at
Japanese banks view corporations as
belonging to the employees and not the
shareholders, and that the traditional human
resources management model should be
kept just as it is. This has often been
confirmed by our interviews with top
executives at major Japanese banks,
contrasting drastically with the official
public statements banks have declared in
favor of a merit-driven management model.
This traditional Japanese traditional HR
management system, which significantly
contributed to the success of Japanese
business during the post-war period, has
currently created a moral hazard for Japan.
Workers have little incentive to strive for
success and to take individual risks since
they will not be rewarded for their
individual achievements. In this present
system, the status quo has become
acceptable, and workers only strive to meet
their minimum requirements of employment.
THE ROLE OF EXECUTIVE SEARCH
FIRMS: AT JAPANESE BANKS
Following the above assessment of
Japanese banking and its human resources
management, executive search firms strive
to compete within the current financial
services industry. Heads Japan pursues a
unique business model in executive search,
with the mission to urge the Japanese
financial services industry to create and
adopt new corporate and human resources
management systems. These systems
should comply with international standards,

E

yet must also account for idiosyncratic
Japanese business practices and the nature
of the Japanese people. Furthermore, it is
essential to create a dynamic and liquid job
market. This competitive structure in the
human resources management and the
employment market will enable Japanese
financial institutions to compete with major
global investment banks, both in this market
and globally.
AT FOREIGN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Twenty years ago, the executive search
business was almost non-existent in Japan,
and the thought of leaving one’s job and
company crossed very few minds. Ten years
ago, the market for switching jobs really
only existed for foreign institutions that had
recently entered the Japanese market to
recruit top Japanese talent to assist in

Katsunobu Komizo
penetrating the Japanese market. Even
then, few Japanese bankers and other
professionals were willing to look outside
their banks and companies for that talent.
Those willing to switch jobs did so at
outrageously high premiums. In fact, over
the past ten to fifteen years much of the
innovation in the Japanese financial
industry has been led by major U.S.
investment banks, similar to what has taken
place in Europe. Global investment banks
have introduced new businesses and
products in this market, such as derivatives,
asset management and risk management.
Foreign financial institutions are no longer
seen as operating in the margin of the
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Japanese market.
However, recent problems have arisen at
foreign financial institutions in Tokyo, with
professionals in conventional business such
as derivatives and asset management being
commoditized, reflecting a fundamental
change in the Japanese finance business.
Many foreign bank operations in Tokyo do
not generate sufficient profits to satisfy head
offices, though not due to any lack of effort.
Now structured finance businesses such as
securitisation,
restructuring
and
turnarounds, private equity, and credit-risk
related businesses are expanding and
replacing conventional market-risk related
businesses such as derivatives. In short, the
market trend is shifting from fixed income
sales and trading to banking businesses
outside of traditional lending. Neither
foreign financial institutions in Japan nor
professionals operating at these firms have
been able to follow this market change. This
creates serious problems for their Tokyo
offices, reflected in aggressive staff cutting
and excessive profit pressures, which are
unrealistic under the current market
conditions. This is leading to much
confusion at foreign banks’ Tokyo offices. It
is obvious that changing demands in
business require a new business model to fit
the new market environment, but this has
not taken place successfully.
Heads Japan provides information as an
executive search consultant regarding the
supply and demand conditions for
professionals along product lines, suggesting
that our clients pay attention to the trends
we analyze. We inform the market of our
views through the reports and magazine
articles we write as well as through
consulting and successfully placing human
resource professionals at Japanese megabanks and foreign financial institutions. We
believe that our business model in executive
search in the Japanese market will provide
further business opportunities, which are,
and will be, the core of our success.

www.search-consult.com

For more information, contact:
Web: www.headsjapan.com
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The New Meaning of

Productivity
for Executive Search
By Michele Y. Bassett
ter the “bubble” burst over two
years ago, economic reports identify
significant productivity trends in
Corporate America. These trends could
have a major impact on the executive
search industry. It is surprising that many
search firms have not embraced the
evolving market conditions by revamping
the practices and structures of their own
businesses to maintain a competitive
advantage in the 21st century. Specifically,
the search firms most likely to succeed over
the next decade are the ones that deploy
operational changes to improve internal
productivity by:
paying stronger attention to employee
development, retention and quality
delivery
effectively outsourcing and globalizing
reducing overhead through innovative
uses of IT
focusing
on
core,
value-added
differentiators
Productivity is defined as the amount of
work produced in a set period of time. In
the past year, U.S. business output has
increased by 2.9% while workers have put
in .9% fewer hours. Productivity grew by a
strong 3.8% after about 40 million jobs
were lost and unemployment rose to a
nine-year high. This unique productivity
surge after a recession is a characteristic of
the New Economy.
Several factors
including heavy downsizing and layoffs,
increased outsourcing and globalization,
and technological innovations have
contributed to process improvements and
an increase in productivity.
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RETENTION, DEVELOPMENT AND
QUALITY
As a result of the continued downsizing
and layoffs, there has been an increase of
talent in the candidate pool. As such, many
corporations are being selective in their
hiring process and have higher
expectations
of
their
employees.
Competitive employers are shifting their
focus to employee retention to address
recent morale issues resulting from overworked employees after the layoffs. Better
morale means increased productivity. Thus,
new hires are more heavily scrutinized
through stronger due-diligence to prevent
fraud and to ensure they will “stick.”
What can firms do better to address
changing clients’ needs? Executive search
firms need to remember that quality is key.
Now is the time to focus on retention and
development of professionals, through
training
programs,
best
practices
development, and team building. During
the boom, many firm leaders shifted their
attention away from training and
supervisory responsibilities in order to meet
the growth demands. As a result, quality
control and service delivery have slipped.
Firms must recognize that the Human
Resources function is more sophisticated
now and search fees will require more
justification than before. They need higher
quality service delivery to back up their
fees.
In the New Economy, search firms must
focus on training and developing their
human capital assets to meet higher client
expectations.
Skills and search

competencies which improve the quality of
the search process and increase results may
be
taught
through
professional
development programs, mentoring and
monitoring. Search professionals of the
future need to consistently write tighter
position specifications and appraisals, work
within a clear code of search ethics, deliver
quality candidates in a timely manner, and
be accountable for their results.
Proper and thorough vetting of executivelevel job candidates has become a top
mandate for hiring organizations and
executive search firms worldwide.
Exhaustive due diligence is now an
increasingly valuable component of search
firms’ professional services portfolio. These
quality and productivity expectations may
be measured and controlled at the service
delivery level where consultants execute on
assignments,
through
their
own
compensation incentives and performance
evaluations.
OUTSOURCING & GLOBALIZATION
We have learned the economy is now
growing, albeit slowly, with consumer
uncertainty still looming in the air. Modern
organizations require the ability to swiftly
adjust to changing demand, efficiently, and
without incurring the heavy overhead costs
of employment. This, along with a surplus
of unemployed talent (calling themselves
“independent contractors”) to tap into,
motivates them to outsource more than
before and more effectively than before.
Further, this outsourcing trend extends
beyond our nation’s boarders. Given

currency differences and the evolution of
the information superhighway, corporations
now can employ talent from overseas more
economically and with more ease. Now not
only low-level workers, but also
professionals and mid-managers are being
sought from foreign countries.
What can the executive search industry
learn from this to make its own operations
more efficient? This is certainly not the
time for firms to ramp up fast. There is a
huge pool of talented, available contracting
recruiters out there to tap into while
assessing demand for future growth. This
is an opportunity to prevent relationships
with former laid off employees go sour you will eventually need to hire them back
- a contract relationship can provide a nice
pipeline of candidates for future
employment.
The search industry mergers and
acquisitions of the nineties is over and now
smaller is better [TMP split]. Today’s search
firms should be focusing on their core
competencies - candidate identification and
evaluation and negotiation -- because this
will better align leaner resources around
clients. Still, to meet growing clients’ needs
to source and place candidates abroad,
firms must stay connected to their
international resources. Loose-partnering
or cross-referral relationships can ensure a
global
presence,
without
adding
bureaucratic hurdles. Firms will be able to
leverage their respective local assets and
cultural expertise to maximize value for
their customers. This also prevents the
overgrowth of “off-limits” conflicts, which
threaten the ability to serve the now even
lower demand.
INNOVATIVE USES OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY & MAINTAINING A
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
U.S. corporations have been initiating
process improvement strategies including
innovative uses of information technology
to reduce overhead. Up until 2000,
investment in innovation was so rapid that
it often was not bottom-line focused. After
many investments went sour, the New
Economy is insisting once again on making
technology investments accountable
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through tying them to process improvement
strategies and measuring the resulting
productivity improvements.
Human
resource technology is one area where
productivity could still use some
improvement. After organizations invested
heavily in web-enabled recruitment tools
and HRIS software systems, many have yet
to get them working efficiently. At the same
time, the internet now provides a database
of talent. Although it still falls short in
producing an executive search caliber
product, this public database of job boards
and candidates has become a popular
alternative to external search services.
For a search firm, the database is critical.
It is surprising that the industry’s firms are
not better at maximizing technology to
benefit their internal operations and service
delivery. Firms that do this can not only
improve their bottom line, but also reach
top candidates quicker than their clients.
Using technology to improve processes can
elevate the databases, improve candidate
processing and search management, and
tie consultant performance to their
evaluations and compensation. A search
firm’s website should act as a recruitment
tool not unlike corporate websites;
technology can be used to facilitate on-line
collaboration and to pre-screen unsolicited
resumes to free-up consultants’ time to
actively pursue targeted employed
executives. But firms cannot just use
technology; they must analyze their use of
it. The ongoing assessment of technology
utilization and benefits versus cost will
render the highest productivity levels for
search firms.
New technological advances provide
corporations with a cheaper alternative to
executive search. But, how can search
firms maintain a competitive advantage?
Through
differentiating
services.
Competitive firms should apply the 80/20
rule to their business: focusing on the areas
where they have the most expertise and
seeking business from the best and most
likely customers. Firms shouldn’t try to be
everything to everyone - rather focus on
the core business (executive search) in the
strongest areas of industry expertise.
Clients need to be reminded how these
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services add value. As a consultant, you are
the liaison: emphasize candidate feedback,
interview
coordination,
and
offer
presentation/negotiations. Many firms
have recently sought diversification in
response to the soft economy. A recent
survey conducted by the AESC stated that
three out of four of their responding
member search firms reported up to 25% in
revenues from related services to search.
While new service offerings can be fruitful,
firms should focus only on offerings that fit
their expertise and the needs of their
current client base, such as assimilation
coaching and leadership assessment.
Outplacement, contingency search, and à la
carte services may erode and dilute the
core business and productivity will be
sacrificed.
Competitive firms will not pass over the
opportunity to profit from inventory in
which search time has already been
invested. Retained search firms have
always and will always be client-focused.
But, today there are many more talented
candidates available; and those short-listed
candidates for one search will likely be
good candidates for another search or
become a future client. Fitting with the
80/20 approach, keep a firm thumb on the
best candidates to maximize time spent.
The “perfect storm” of the last two years
has created a very competitive
marketplace. Search firms cannot wait for
higher employment rates to improve their
businesses; they need to follow suit of their
clients and manage their own operations
more effectively. How can successful
recruiters increase productivity to compete
in these turbulent times? This coming of
age requires responsibility, accountability,
operational efficiency, and focus.
Michele Bassett is the founder of
Executive
Search
Solutions
(www.bassettsearch.com),
based
in
Manhattan Beach, California.

www.search-consult.com

For more information, contact:
Web: www.bassettsearch.com
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Differentiation

not

Revolution
How Search firms are turning to technology
to create a competitive advantage

By Jason Starr
our ago, as the Internet hype was
at its peak, many commentators
felt that the Search industry, like
the rest of the recruitment sector, would
be devastated by the Internet. One
speaker at a meeting of the Association of
Executive Search Consultants claimed,
“The technology-intensive version of
doing Search is going to conquer the
World”.
Some of the industry majors Korn/Ferry and Heidrick & Struggles to
name just two - had some sympathy for
this viewpoint and made Internet plays
which, they felt, would allow them to be
at the forefront of this new world order.
Today, of course, we know that, while
lower-level recruitment has certainly been
hit by the likes of Monster.Com, most
senior executive positions are filled in
much the same way that they always have
been. The revolution never happened.
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In mid-2003, Dillistone Systems (the
supplier of software to the international
Executive Search industry and publishers
of search-consult magazine) undertook a
major survey to find out exactly how

“Search firms are
increasingly using technology

generating a
competitive advantage
in a tough market
place.”

as a way of

technology was being used within the
industry. Responses from across the
world revealed that, while the revolution
never took place, search firms are

increasingly using technology as a way
of generating a competitive advantage in
what remains a tough market place.
DEFINING THE STAKEHOLDERS
Technology can provide a competitive
advantage if it can change the way in
which the firm meets the needs of its
stakeholders. Search has four groups of
stakeholders - the Client, the Candidate,
the Employee and the Shareholder. Of
course, these groups are not mutually
exclusive - in Search, today’s candidate
is tomorrow’s client. For many firms, the
employees are the shareholders. In
some cases, for example with firms that
took stock in clients, the relationship can
be even more complicated. For the
purposes of this analysis, however, the
four groups may be considered
separately - and this article will
concentrate on the Client.

WHAT A CLIENT WANTS
Typically, clients are looking for the best
possible candidates in the shortest
possible time and for the minimum
possible cost. They want the candidate to
be successful immediately and to remain
with the firm for the long haul. Ideally,
they want all of this yesterday (but they
will settle for tomorrow).
While few would suggest that
technology is the major reason why one
search firm will be selected over another,
when two firms of similar standing and
similar experience come face-to-face in a
shoot-out, technology can be a
differentiating factor.
Primus Associates is a Texas-based
Search firm which carries out retained
search for the IT industry. As part of his
quest to serve his clients better, President
Sam Gassett - previously Head of Global
HR at Dell - began experimenting with a
“Cultural Analysis” tool that had previously
only been used in the mergers and
acquisitions industry. This product ‘Teamfit’ (www.dillistone.com/teamfit) enabled Sam’s team to evaluate the culture
at the client company scientifically, and
then to compare short-listed candidates
against that culture. This enabled the
search firm to both identify potential
problems and to advise on candidate
induction. Furthermore, it led to Sam’s firm
increasingly becoming involved in
Management Appraisal and Organizational
consulting.
Essentially, Primus Associates used
technology to differentiate itself by saying
to the client - ‘Not only will you be buying
the benefit of my experience and
judgment, but you will also receive the
benefit of specific, detailed and
scientifically validated advice about how to
ensure that your chosen candidate is as
successful as possible, as quickly as
possible’. It was a strategy that worked.
One area, which has been in the news
over the last year, has been the quality of
reference checking undertaken by search
firms. search-consult has carried a number
of stories about firms that have faced both
bad publicity and - in some cases - legal
problems, having introduced candidates on
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the basis of inaccurate information.
When a candidate provides a referee, it
is a fairly safe bet that he or she will be
confident of a positive reference. It is,
therefore, important that independent
references are found. Modern Executive
Search database systems can track
relationships between people. Perhaps
the most advanced piece of ‘new’
functionality in FILEFINDER 6 (launched in
the summer of 2003 by Dillistone Systems)
is a facility, which will automatically track
back through a candidate’s entire
employment history, identifying people
who worked alongside the candidate
throughout his or her career.
This
dramatically increases the ability of the
consultant to validate the candidate’s claim
that he or she was responsible for the
turnaround of XYZ Corp.
The examples mentioned above depict
products that can help a search firm offer
the client a better result. The next group of
examples are of technologies that help the
client make the hire more quickly.
Several technologies have been used to
speed up the search process. Korn/Ferry,
for example, was one of the first firms to
use portable video conferencing units to
allow a candidate to be interviewed at
anytime and anywhere.
Heidrick &
Struggles launched an Extranet facility that
was designed to speed up interaction
between the candidate, the client and the
search firm. This is what former CEO, Pat
Pittard, told search-consult at the time of
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its launch.
“It’s not just time - everything is
improved. You don’t lose the candidate’s
interest, because you have got to the
presentation faster. Consultants are more
committed to searches that move along at
a faster pace. They can book more
assignments without reaching capacity.
Everything improves: speed, quality,
everything.”
The idea behind this type of Extranet
was simple. Essentially, it would allow a
client to visit the search firm’s website,
enter a username and password and then
review the type of information traditionally
provided on paper - the ‘Assignment
Report’. In addition, however, the client
could provide feedback and guidance which was particularly beneficial for
searches with multiple decision makers in
multiple time zones.
The major drawback from the search
consultant’s perspective was one of control
- while most consultants would argue that
they have an open and transparent
relationship with the client, this
transparency rarely stretched as far as
allowing the client to delve around in the
search firm database! Therefore, most
early Extranet facilities were - essentially made up of information that had been rekeyed from the main search firm database.
So much for technology improving
efficiency and speed!
Today, however, the process is
substantially simplified. Search firms in
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the US, Europe, Russia and even China are
now providing this type of functionality to
clients using technology such as the
FILEFINDER 6 bolt-on, FF Client
Interactive Module. FFCIM allows search
firms to ‘publish’ interactive assignment
information on a secure website with just
a few clicks. Furthermore, search firms
have complete control over the
information published - options include
providing assignment documentation
(terms and conditions, candidate profiles,
position specifications and so on), target
companies (or a subset), candidates (or a
subset) or candidate documentation (such
as the shortlist report).
Client reaction to this type of offering
varies.
Some, of course, are not
interested. Some find the facility to be
tremendously useful. The point made by a
number of search practitioners offering
this type of service, however, is the value
of the tool as a tangible differentiator. A
search firm offering a client extranet
facility is able to position itself as a firm
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that operates transparently; one that has
confidence in its information; one that
has invested in technology to improve the
client experience. This may not be
valuable in winning business as would be
a ‘big firm brand’ but, in a shoot-out
scenario, when a client is selecting from 2
or 3 equally competent consultants from
equally established firms, the consultant
who is able to openly sit with the
prospective client, view and interact with
a website covering potential targets,
industry news and blockages, and who
can explain to the client how he or she
will be able use the site on an ongoing
basis is certainly in a position to
differentiate on something other than
price.
While search firms - particularly in the
US - are increasingly adopting this type of
technology, our research demonstrated
that, currently, the vast number of firms
consider that the only role that technology
plays in winning is sending the occasional
mailing item. One of our survey questions

S

asked
search
professionals
how
technology helped in this area. Table 1
demonstrates that less than 10% of
respondents
have
any
type
of
technological support.
In the next issue of search-consult, we
will look at how technology is being used
by firms to generate an advantage in
terms of the candidate relationship, allow
staff to work from beyond the confines of
the office, to operate better internationally
and to cut administrative costs.
Jason Starr is President of Dillistone
Systems / search-consult and may be
contacted at +1 201 795 1202 or via email
to Jason@dillistone.com. If you would
like to learn more about the technologies
discussed
in
this
article,
visit www.dillistone.com or email
sales@dillistone.com.
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● Opening an international office
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POLAND

Preparing for the Future
By Pilar Gumucio

For more information, contact:
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oland is at the verge of becoming
part of the EU and search-consult
explores what this means for the
executive search community operating
in this country.
With the fall of the communist regime,
Poland has increasingly become a very
favorable and competitive market for
business and is considered to be one of
the most robust economies in Central
Europe.
40 million inhabitants
dispersed over one of the largest
geographies in Europe, makes its sheer
size and strategic location an important
market to develop. Moreover, the Polish
Government’s efforts to liberalize the
economy, relatively low cost production
and wage levels, and heavy foreign
investment have served to stimulate
further growth.
As the Polish economy matures and
becomes
more
specialized
and
sophisticated, the level of competition,
local and foreign, has also increased.
Consequently, the search and selection
of top professionals is increasingly
becoming more important as a pivotal
strategy to increase a company’s
success rate.

P

Maciej Grzegrzólka
A TIME OF CONSOLIDATION
The executive search industry took root
in the beginning of the 1990s. Following
the global trend, the first clients to use
executive search were the multinational
companies that had been accustomed to
using this service abroad, especially in
Consumer Goods and Financial Services
sectors.

Maciej Grzegrzólka, Boyden’s Managing
Partner as well as the current President of
the Polish Executive Search Consultants
Association, explains “There was constant
growth from the early 1990s to about
1999. Then the market went through a
sharp downturn.”
Clients cut costs and had massive
layoffs, affecting every industry. Within
this
context,
Joanna
CzarnockaTworzynska, Managing Partner of
Czarnocka-Tworzynska
Executive
Recruitment (CTER), reports how the
country is slowly recovering from the
crisis. “In fact, today the landscape of
executive search is quite different from
that of 1999. Some important players
have disappeared as many others have
dramatically reduced their operations in
Poland.” At the same time, the crisis
created opportunities for new players,
who were able to adapt to these new
market conditions.
Maciej Grzegrzólka reinforces this
concept as he explains how the last 2-3
years have been difficult for executive
search but how the situation is getting
better. “As some firms withdraw from the
industry, other firms merged, some
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consultants started their own firms and
other firms grew stronger. Now we are in
the process of consolidation, and we hope
that the ones that remain in the industry
will be more professional and offer high
quality services to their clients.”

Joanna Czarnocka-Tworzynska
When asked about clients, Maciej
Grzegrzólka explains, “Foreign companies
were, and are, important since local
companies had never used executive
search before 1990. Today multinationals
and large local firms use executive search.
We are still trying to convince mediumsized companies and smaller local firms of
all the benefits this type of service can
provide them.”
Krzysztof Kwiecen, Partner at Deloitte &
Touche and current Honorary President
and former President of the Polish
Executive Search Consultants Association
for two terms, agrees that big firms are
the ones that most often use executive
search but believes that mid-level
companies are also starting to use this
service. He believes that the reason more
Polish companies do not use this service
is simply based on economics rather than
cultural misgivings.
Nevertheless, the executive search
industry continues to mature and
specialize. Maciej Grzegrzólka reports
that there are about 150 executive search
firms that operate in Poland. They vary
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from large international companies,
regional firms, to small local boutiques.
ON THE PATH TO RECOVERY
Most of the search consultants
interviewed were optimistic about the
economy’s recovery, hoping that it would
represent an upturn in executive search.
Krzysztof Kwiecen explains, “Now that
the economy is growing, this translates
into better economic conditions for
companies operating in Poland, including
foreign investors.”
Meanwhile,
Joanna
CzarnockaTworzynska reports that, “Since the
beginning of this year we can see signs of
improvement in the Polish economy. Even
though the unemployment rate is at
18.6%, it has at least stabilized. Market
analysts have estimated that the Polish
economy’s growth rate will increase, and
if you take into account that this year it
has exceeded the planned 3.5% growth
rate.” This is positive news.
The Polish Government’s continued
efforts to liberalize the economy, the EU
accession, and a better global economic
situation, have all contributed to
companies reassessing their strategies
and in turn, beginning to hire top
executives.
In fact, Maciej Grzegrzólka describes
how, “From the middle of 2002 we have
begun to see clear symptoms of recovery
as more companies are inquiring about
potential assignments and more clients
are requesting new assignments.”
Urszula Szostek, Managing Partner of
Spencer Stuart in Poland, agrees that
more companies are inquiring about
possible searches, but she sees that
businesses, on the whole, are still
indecisive
about
initiating
the
assignments or more accurately, willing
to pay for them as of yet.
EU ACCESSION: THE DOORS OPEN
The entrance of Poland to the EU,
scheduled to begin next year, has
increased the expectations for new
opportunities. In fact, according to a FDI
Confidence Index report by A.T. Kearney,
the number of foreign direct investments

S

has increased as Poland is considered the
fourth most preferred investment
destinations worldwide and the most
attractive investment destination in
Europe.
“From a local perspective,” Matthew
Tebeau, Managing Partner of Ray &
Berndtson, explains how “It is a great
opportunity for expansion but that
opportunity will substantially increase the
demands on local management.”
In fact, Jerzy Potocki, Managing Partner
of Aims Polska, indicated that many of his
clients were expecting a “serious growth
of sales within the next five years,
possibly four times the sales figures that
they have right now.”

Matthew Tebeau
Joanna Czarnocka-Tworzynska and
Urszula Szostek both view Poland’s
accession to the EU as a positive move,
but warn that there will be an adaptation
period that may be difficult for some
companies to compete. Nevertheless, the
ones that strategically select top calibre
talent to help them adapt to the new
dynamics will overcome obstacles,
restructure
themselves
and
take
advantage of the new market conditions.
For Krzysztof Kwiecen, he envisions
more integration will give businesses
“more access to other countries as Poland
may become a place where companies
will place either their Central European
headquarters or service centers for

Central Europe.”
There is a high level of competition
between Poland, the Czech Republic and
Hungary
to
attract
corporate
headquarters, service centers and
investors. Poland’s joining the EU will
mean more opportunities to serve
companies that will set up firms in
Poland, which in turn, will mean more
opportunities for the executive search
industry.
Joanna Czarnocka-Tworzynska expects
the executive search market to grow
about 20-30% during the first 2 years
after accession. She reports how
“recruitment demands from companies
already operating here will increase. On
one side, some companies will look for
local senior management. On the other
side, other companies will want to
replace less effective managers with more
dynamic ones to respond to the growing
domestic demand and to develop their
operations, structures and so forth.”
In terms of senior executives, Matthew
Tebeau believes that, “As the Polish
market matures and businesses get bigger
and more complex, corporates are much
more demanding of senior executives and
there is an increasing pressure on
performance. As a result, the market pool
for senior levels is getting much more
competitive.” Moreover, “There is a trend
towards companies requiring a strong
culture fit, which means not just looking
for an executive who will be very
successful, but one that will also get the
right results while paying attention to
how they achieve these results. As the
economy matures, you begin to see more
of a differentiation between corporate
cultures between companies.”
Maciej Grzegrzólka describes how “The
qualifications of the managers are going
to be different. They will require
multicultural managers; they will require
managers able to work in different local
circumstances and to cover more than
one market. It means a wider range of
cross boarder searches. Although a
number of international companies, like
Pepsi Cola and Colgate, have their
regional centers in Poland, this process
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Urszula Szostek
will heighten as the country integrates
more fully with the EU.”
BEYOND THE BORDERS
Joanna Czarnocka-Tworzynska points
out that some cross border searches are
under way, but she also notes that
executive search firms’ main business
derives from searching and selecting local
talent. “Since many of the operations
targeted local clients, it is only logical that
the majority of the candidates are also
local.”
As businesses set up offices in Poland
and other companies expand their
markets beyond the Polish borders cross
border searches are, and will continue to
increase.
Krzysztof Kwiecen believes that Poland
is strategic because of its size and
economic development. “Therefore, many
executive search firms operate in Poland
and manage search projects in Hungary,
the Czech Republic and Romania.” At the
moment, candidates are mainly selected
from the Polish market, which consist of
Poles living in Poland, expats of Polish
origin who came back to Poland or expats
living in Poland.
Matthew Tebeau comments that, “The
most
demanding
searches
have
consistently required a broader look at
the market because there are lot of highly
qualified and interesting executives
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abroad - both Poles and foreign nationals
many of whom have worked here for
several years - that can be persuaded to
work in Poland. There are also executives
who have worked in another emerging
market, for instance a Czech or a
Hungarian, who have the talent and the
interest to work in Poland, especially
since companies tend to be a bit bigger
here.” At the same time, “Clients are also
looking for Polish and Central European
executives to go elsewhere in the region
or to Western Europe at both the senior
and mid levels.”
Marcin Stanik and Piotr Partyga,
Managing Partners for Aretes, explain
how the potential to conduct more cross
border searches will increase as local and
multinational firms request regional
searches, looking for Polish and Central
East European candidates to fill these top
positions. Partyga notes that Poland can
play an active role in helping businesses
expand into the former Soviet Union
countries with the CIS (Community of
Independent States) and there are
searches that are developing out of
Poland with the broad speaking Russian
market. For instance, in Warsaw, we have
had clients that have asked us to find a
candidate in Moscow or Kiev for a Polish
company that is operating there.”
According
to
the
consultants
interviewed, most of the cross border
searches are from: the CIS, the Baltic’s,
the Czech Republic, Russia, and other
Russian-speaking countries. At the same
time, there have also been cross-border
searches and inquiries made from
Belgium, Netherlands, Germany, UK and
the US.
Maciej Grzegrzólka notes that in the
Central Eastern Europe countries, such as
Poland, there is still a strong tradition of
personal relationships and family ties, as
geographic mobility is still not considered
the norm. In fact, convincing candidates
to relocate has been one of the challenges
search consultants have had to overcome.
Although it still is not easy, more
candidates are becoming more careeroriented and thus, willing to relocate if
the job prospects are appealing to them.
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Joanna
Czarnocka-Tworzynska
believes that “When the unemployment
rate is so high, it is easy to get the
average professionals but it’s much more
difficult to motivate the best ones to
change their job. This requires that a
search consultant be very close to the
candidate, assisting them at every stage
of the recruitment process, and being able
to anticipate, prevent or solve problems
that arise.”
SEGMENTS FOR GROWTH
The manufacturing segment is according to all the consultants- one of
the most dynamic sectors within the
Polish executive search industry.
Maciej Grzegrzólka explains, “Because
of the relatively lower basic costs needed
to operate, Poland is seen by foreign
investors as a very good place to locate
factory units for production. For us it
means we are looking for manufacturing
directors and factory managers.”
Telecom,
Financial
Services,
Pharmaceuticals, Media and IT are also
significant. Jerzy Potocki also expects
more clients from Retail, Sales and the

S

is a lot of activity there. More broadly, the
industrial products sector, not only
manufacturing, but sales is starting to
come back. There is also quite a bit of
consolidation in Poland and new business
demands - such as the size of a market
and its complexity - which are driving
change and this is creating positive
dynamics for the industry as a whole.”
Krzysztof Kwiecen, Joanna CzarnockaTworzynska and Matthew Tebeau have
all pointed out that Interim Management
is also gaining ground.

Jerzy Potocki
Automotive industry.
Meanwhile, Matthew Tebeau describes,
“Within segments of executive search
there
is
growth,
for
instance
manufacturing is growing. You have
growth in Financial Services as new
products are added and the market
becomes more sophisticated. The Energy
sector is starting to liberalize and so there

TIME FOR SPECIALIZATION
As the Polish executive search industry
develops into a mature market, executive
search firms operating in Poland are
becoming more and more specialized.
When executive search began in Poland,
search consultants were generalists. This
is now changing.
Krzysztof Kwiecen and Jerzy Potocki
describe how the pressure is increasing
for search consultants to specialize as the
market differentiates itself.
“We used to be generalists,” explains
Piotr Partyga, “but now we are

specializing in certain industries.” The
focus, knowledge and experience in
conducting specialized searches have
diversified consultants’ offerings.
Urszula Szostek views specialization
as an important factor, closely linked to
the maturity of the economy. “You can
see executive search companies compete
by specializations now. The level of
competition is very tough.”
THE PERSONAL TOUCH
Marcin Stanik describes how the
executive search industry is still a fresh
and
young
market,
starting
approximately a decade ago. “Therefore,
many of the consultants have switched
jobs between 1-3 times. As a result, the
firm’s brand name is not as important as
the consultant’s personal trajectory.”
Reputation is based on a consultant’s
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Marcin Stanik
work. For Krzysztof Kwiecen, this means
that a “search firm is respected for the
consultants that work there. In Poland
the role of a consultant is strong and
much stronger than the brand name of a
company. Therefore, the impact of the
consultants is also much stronger.”
At the same time, clients are looking more
for personalized services. Some search firms
offer management audit and other firms
provide management development as a
means to satisfy client demands.
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Piotr Partyga explains how, “The
situation is demanding these types of
new services. It creates opportunities
for us as search consultants to work
more in depth with our clients, help
them solve their problems and in turn,
create more search opportunities for
ourselves”.
QUALITY VS. PRICE
Search was booming in the 1990s as
some search consultants, whether they
worked at international renowned firms
or small local boutiques, did not always
operate in a thorough and professional
manner. As such, the quality and ethical
standards of executive search were
questioned. As the market matures and
specializes,
quality
and
ethical
standards are gaining importance.
Maciej Grzegrzólka and Jerzy Potocki
comment on how clients are demanding
quality and ethical standards be upheld.
Urszula Szostek agrees that quality
and ethical standards are important
issues that should be addressed in every
assignment, but under the present
economic conditions she believes that
clients are more concerned with the fee
structure.
The
Polish
Executive
Search
Consultants Association, an organization
founded in 1995 and that currently has
about 50 member consultants, was
created to deal with this issue of raising
standards and enforcing ethics in the
Polish search industry.
Maciej Grzegrzólka, as the current
President of this association, explains
that the objectives are to promote the
concept of executive search, assure the
highest quality of services rendered by
executive search consultants and ensure
that the proper legislation is passed in
regard to the executive search industry.
According to him, the association’s code
of ethics aspires to resemble the one
that the AESC (The Association of
Executive Search Consultants that has
its headquarters in the US) promotes.
However, some of the consultants we
interviewed did not take The Polish
Executive
Search
Consultants
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Association too seriously and did not
see the benefits of joining this
organization.
Maciej
Grzegrzólka
believes that it’s obviously a challenge
to convince colleagues of the
association’s benefits, but is determined
to continue doing so. The fact that it

Krzysztof Kwiecien
currently
has
approximately
50
members illustrates that this association
is steadily gaining ground.
LOOKING AHEAD
With Poland being on the verge of
becoming part of the EU, expectations
are high. Executive search in Poland is
certainly buoyant, with a bright future
for many years to come. It has taken
enormous steps in taking root and
developing itself. The executive search
market has matured. The market is
consolidating as search consultants are
striving to improve standards as well as
become more specialized.
Although there will be challenges
ahead, the Polish search industry is
looking
forward
to
the
new
opportunities that are developing.
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IACPR Annual Findings
Underscores Shifts
in Executive Search

rely on retained search more than any
other means to fill executive positions.
As recently as 2001, this was
overwhelmingly the case, with 48% of
all executive recruiting being done by
retained firms.
Since then, the tide has turned.
Employee referral is closing in as the
most popular mechanism, followed
closely by direct recruiting by HR, then
followed by direct recruiting by hiring
execs and contingency recruiting,
which has pulled ahead of the use of
internet services.

• Companies

are
doing
more
themselves.
The trend above was reinforced when
we asked HR execs if they plan to rely
relatively more or less on retained
search in 2004. As search activity
increases overall, twice as many
companies say they will use relatively
less retained search next year than
more, while more than half expect to
use retained search at about the same
level.

• Completion

rates have fallen, then
climbed back and are slipping again.
The 1986 survey showed 92% to 95%
of all retained searches being
completed successfully. By 1999 that
figure had fallen to 77%. In 2001,
completion rates cited by HR execs
rebounded to 85% but they have slid
since to 83% in 2002, and 82% this
year.

or the past 18 years, the IACPR
(International
Association
of
Corporate
and
Professional
Recruitment) has conducted an annual
survey on executive search in the US,
providing an opportunity to look at how
the executive search industry is
developing in this country. This year
results were presented at the 25h Annual
Conference, held in New York City during
the 19-21 of October.

F
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The main findings depict the following:

• Companies

go outside more often
than not in filling executive-level
jobs.
Before the late 1990s, the past surveys
indicated that this was not the case. As
recently as 2000, 44% of the survey
respondents said they recruited
externally at the executive level less
than half the time they had vacancies

there. But, perhaps contrary to
conventional wisdom, things changed
in 2001, when respondents reported
recruiting externally 54% of the time for
jobs paying above $150,000, and the
trend has remained. In 2002 it was 53%
and this year 54%.

• Retained search is losing its lead as
the top vehicle.
When going outside, companies still

Search consultants, meanwhile, report
completion rates averaging 87%, a 2%
drop from last year’s result. This
represents near-agreement between
clients and consultants now for 3
consecutive years after years of wide
splits in estimates by the two sides.
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Meanwhile, search consultants take
responsibility for only 4% of failures,
which is way down from 13% in 2002 about 1/9th of what clients think is the
case. Obviously, this must be reexamined as one or these groups need
new glasses.

• Searches are taking longer than ever.
Clients report an average cycle time of
4.25 months, up noticeably from 4.0
months in 2002. The estimate from
search consultants has also risen to 3.9
months from 3.6 months in 2002. These
numbers are above those of the heat of
the War for Talent in 1999.

• Reference-checking

remains a hot

button.
Some 90% of searchers label their
reference-checking work at least
“generally complete” and 50% rate it
“exceptionally thorough and exacting.”
HR execs see things differently, rating
53% of search firms’ work at least
“generally complete.” That’s up from
48% last year. The trouble is, just 1 of
43 HR execs rates search consultants’
reference-checking as “exceptionally
thorough and exacting.” Meanwhile,
12% say they are doing it themselves or
engaging a 3rd party to perform that
task. Search firms seem to be missing an
opportunity to add greater value here.

• Perceived

integrity among search
consultants is not improving.
This year, just 5% of clients give search
firms an “A” for integrity, down from 8%
last year. 57% rate searchers’ integrity
as “B” with 35% giving recruiters a “C”,
up from 31% last year. The “good” news
is that 3% of clients rate search
consultant integrity a “D” but there were
no flunking grades for 2003, which
beats the 4% that got “F” in 2002.
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of the sample say they typically charge
more than 30%, up from 84% in 2002.

• Fixed

fees are more popular than
ever.
81% of search consultants (up from 62%
in 2002) and 74% of clients report using
them (up from 65% last year & 57% in
2001). This is a huge jump from 1999,
when just 28% of companies reported
using fixed fees.

• Best

companies
in
executive
recruiting effectiveness.
According to this survey, the best
companies in executive recruiting
effectiveness are GE, Pfizer, IBM and
Pepsi.

• The top search firms.
The top search firms are: Heidrick &
Struggles wins for the 2nd year in a
row, followed by Russell Reynolds,
Spencer
Stuart,
Egon
Zehnder,
Korn/Ferry, Christian & Timbers,
TMP/Highland Partners and The
Whitney Group. It is interesting to note
that small search firms got nearly as
many votes as large search firms.

• 2004 looks so bright you gotta wear
shades!
85% of HR execs say search activity will
at least maintain its current pace, while
44% foresee an increase in 2004.
Search consultants have an even rosier
outlook: 100% say search activity will at
least stay the same, and 85% project a
stronger 2004.
According to Susan Roberts, Executive
Director, IACPR, members say they are
feeling optimistic about 2004. Their search
activities increased in 2003 and that activity
is expected to continue to increase in 2004.
The economic recovery is slow but steady.
They are happy to be busy again.

• Percentage fees are in free fall.
Nevertheless, the split reappears when
assigning blame for failures. HR execs
take even more of the heat this year,
accepting blame for failures 56% of the
time - up from 47% last year.

Clients report paying search fees based
on 30% or more of total cash comp 60%
of the time. This is down from 70% in
2002 and 96% in 2000. Search
consultants don’t agree, of course. 86%

www.search-consult.com

For more information, contact:
Web: www.iacpr.org
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External versus Internal Research Services

Is the Market
Changing Again?
By Tory Clarke and Georgina Tremayne
et us look at three groups of
companies and their relationship
with external and internal research
services:
• Established search firms
• Emerging search firms
• Large corporates

L

ESTABLISHED SEARCH FIRMS:
The Past:
Historically, established search firms were
staffed with entire departments of
experienced researchers (who focused on
assignment-specific
candidate
identification/name
generation
and
development) and knowledge managers
(whose role it was to manage and
streamline vast amounts of market and
candidate data). Search firms invested in
the recruitment, training and development
of these individuals, with a view to retaining
them in the organization for the long-term
in order to build their internal knowledge
capability and give them the edge over the
competition, occasionally promoting them to
a fee-earning, business development roles.
However, when the economy began to hit
a downward slope and searches started
drying up, it was the research teams, as
non-fee earners, who were the first to be
laid off.
This trend applied almost
completely across the board, from domestic
boutiques specializing in a particular
industry sector, to the largest global search
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firms covering all industries. As a short term
(some might say short-sighted) solution,
driven by a need to cut cost, this downsizing
of the research teams was deemed to be a
necessary step. The logic went that, if there
are no searches to fill, there is no need for
research - a valid point in the short-term.
What escaped notice was that the cost
saving, at least in terms of salary, was
negligible, while the opportunity cost in
terms of internal knowledge and market
awareness was huge.
The Present:
Of course, in any industry, the knock-on
effect of downsizing is that, as business
picks up again, those who were fortunate
enough to retain their roles previously, are
tasked with an unenviable workload and
the same pressures to meet deadlines.
In the search industry, this increased
pressure results in a greater emphasis on
time management and the internal
researcher’s time is deemed better spent on
the “value-added” aspects of their roles,
generally considered to be candidate
development (i.e. approaching candidates
with a specific opportunity). The “ground
work” (i.e. identifying potential candidates
through desk research) which enables inhouse researchers to embark on candidate
development, has been increasingly
outsourced to external researchers - either
individuals or organizations who focus
solely on this task.

These external research executives are
cost-effective on a project basis, generally
charging an hourly rate - they are often
brought into a project as a SWAT team, with
a specific task and defined parameters.
They are a manageable cost. If a search firm
does not have a search, they do not have to
lay anyone off; and they are guilt-free - a
search firm doesn’t need to explain to the
external researcher why they are not using
them. (see search-consult article Issue 15,
2003 “What Outside Research and Search
Contractors can offer their Clients”).
The Future:
With positive earnings releases in the
news every day, there are murmurs of an
impending economic recovery (although
this is usually spoken of while reaching to
touch the nearest piece of wood). If the
much-anticipated knock-on effect of this is
that the number of searches increases, it
could again become attractive for search
firms to rebuild the internal research
department, not just from a salary
perspective (which is persuasive enough
even over just a six month period, see data
below) but also as a general preference to
create and own research knowledge inhouse.
As you can see, an external researcher
charging $75 per hour (the mid-range of the
scale) and working full-time for just 20
weeks, will cost the equivalent amount to the
annual salary of a good internal researcher.

It will be interesting to watch what
happens over the next few months and see
if market confidence encourages search
firms to rebuild their in-house research
capability again, or if they continue to ride
the market variances relying on the
relationships that they have developed with
external research resources, perhaps in
Hourly rate
$50
$75
$100

Hours / Cost per week
40 = $2,000
40 = $3,000
40 = $4,000

# of Weeks / Total cost
20 = $40,000
20 = $60,000
20 = $80,000

Table 1: Average External Researcher Costs

tandem with a cautious in-house rebuild.
EMERGING SEARCH FIRMS:
The Present:
A fairly recent trend in the search industry
(that could warrant an article in itself) is that
a relatively large number of Principals and
Partners have exited the larger search firms
and formed their own companies. They are
stepping into the research cycle later than
the established search firms and therefore
have a different perspective. In almost all
cases they are using external resource to
some extent; in most cases they rely on
strong relationships with external
researchers to execute searches efficiently.
The Future:
A fundamental reason for out-sourcing
research is that an internal team is one more
start-up cost that just does not make
financial sense at the outset. The decision
to later establish an in-house research
capability will be dependent on the strength
of the relationship with the external
researcher and the quality of their work.
In these emerging firms, there is also a
difference in work strategy - the partners of
these newer boutiques want to execute the
assignments themselves in order to stay
close to their market. This removes the
need for an individual to focus on candidate
development. For new, emerging search
firms, the decision to hire an internal
research team is based less on the size of
firm, number of active assignments or cost,
and more on revised working practices and
the desire to build and maintain an up to
date knowledge management database.
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LARGE CORPORATES:
The Past:
In the days when cash for recruitment
was bountiful and executive search was
shrouded in the mystery of “little black
books” and long-established networks,
corporations went along with the idea that,
for anything other than graduate
recruitment, they couldn’t do it themselves
and needed to bring in the search firms.
Fees were set at one third of cash
compensation and no-one was brave
enough to break ranks.
The Present… & The Future?
Today, the veil has been lifted on the
industry - executive search is seen as a
profession in itself, not just a second career
and the search process has become more
transparent. The advent of the internet and
sophisticated databases, combined with
fewer dollars in corporates’ recruitment
budget, has pushed the larger companies to
re-think their recruitment strategy and to
re-create search firms in-house.
Larger corporations with the resource
will now often try to run all aspects of
their searches, wherever possible.
However, most are somewhat behind the
curve with regard to database and
industry knowledge and have therefore
turned to external research resource (as
opposed to full search firms) to help them
identify relevant individuals in the market
and build their internal knowledge
capability. For example, one investment
bank we spoke with is happy to spend
$15,000 - $20,000 on external
identification research for each required
role, stating this as more cost effective
than working with a search firm. The
external researchers they use provide
them with a list of relevant names and
highlight five or six top candidates that are
later developed to the offer stage by the
corporation themselves.
As larger corporations build their small inhouse search departments, they generally
staff them with at least one ‘traditional’
search executive, someone that has left one
of the large search firms and is able to bring
them quickly up to speed on how to
structure the operation. For these in-house
search teams, if the number of searches
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exceeds a reasonable workload they will
use external researchers - and an
interesting pattern is that corporations
prefer to use external researchers that are in
the same geographical location and they
tend
to
keep
their
relationship
monogamous.
For search firms, this development within
the “client” organizations has resulted in less
search volume.
A positive outcome
however, is that when corporates do turn to
search firms their recruitment need tends to
be at a more senior level. So if a top ranking
member of the organization is to be
replaced, a search that is often sensitive in
nature, the research and recruitment is
naturally undertaken outside of the
organization.
It goes without saying that the patterns
and
trends
outlined
above
are
generalizations that have been made based
on conversations with individuals on all
three sides - search firms, external research
executives and in-house search teams.
There are always anomalies to these
patterns (not-for-profit searches, venture
capital companies to name but two) but
there are also strong trends - perhaps trends
that are strong enough to change the way
we do search permanently?

This is the second in a series of articles
researched and written by Tory Clarke
(President of the Executive Search
Roundtable
and
Co-Founder
of
Bridge
Partners,
LLC
www.bridgepartnersllc.com)
and
Georgina
Tremayne
(Partner
at
SearchTalent).
The Executive Search Roundtable (ESR)
is an international association of
recruiting professionals dedicated to
research and search execution. Founded
in 1979, ESR membership encompasses
professionals from executive search,
corporate
recruiting,
and
the
independent consultants serving them.
www.esroundtable.org
SearchTalent is an international
consultancy placing executive search
professionals
in
search
firms.
www.SearchTalentGlobal.com
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

SearchTalent is an
international and highly
confidential consultancy
finding and placing
experienced search
professionals in search firms.
SearchTalent is your ideal search partner
if you are considering:
• Expanding your search firm to new
practice areas
• Growing your existing search practice
• Opening an international office
Georgina Tremayne:
+1 201 795 5168 (US - East Coast)
GMT@SearchTalentGlobal.com

www.SearchTalentGlobal.com is our online
opportunities website occasionally used in
addition to SearchTalent’s full search service.
Click Current Opportunities on the left hand
side of the site & select an option.

www.SearchTalentGlobal.com

Managing Director
Ref 1226
UK - London but potential for other European location
Insurance Search
A private US search firm specializing in Insurance search will
be expanding its operation to the UK, or potentially another
European city, in early 2004. We are interested in having
preliminary conversations with any search professionals with a
demonstrable client base of at least 60% Insurance search. A
lesser focus on financial services would be a natural
complement.
The role would be to run the European office, working directly
with the US based President, continuing to serve your own
client base in addition to utilizing the search opportunities
created through the US operation’s international client base.
This is a non-egotistical collegial firm that has achieved 70%
growth in the last 12 months and the firm’s growth strategy is
a natural progression to continue to serve their client’s search
needs.
You will be billing a minimum of $600k or equivalent in the
last 12 months and, ideally, you will have proven experience in
growing and managing a team.
For further details please email Georgina at
GMT@SearchTalentGlobal.com or call +1 201 795 5168 (direct
line - US East Coast) with your name, phone number (with
country code) and best times to reach you.
If you need to reach me urgently please call my cell phone +1
201 320 2427 with the same information listed above.
Partner
Ref 1225
US - New York, NY
Consumer Products Search
This tier 1 retained search boutique specializing in New Media,
Entertainment and Publishing is interested in speaking with
Partner level search professionals with a strong practice within
Consumer Products to complement their existing search
practice areas.
This natural expansion into consumer products is due to client
demand. They execute top level searches throughout their
three US offices which serve an impressive global client base.
The position is based in New York City, although there is the
potential for a different location base for the right person.
This is a highly ethical private search firm who will not
compromise their clients or candidates.
The person they seek will be billing a minimum of $600k in
search fees in the last 12 months with an average search fee of
$100k. This firm has good in-house research, all the partners
are actively involved in every step of the search process and
they have built a consistently stellar reputation.
For an in-depth discussion please contact Georgina Tremayne +1
201 795 5168 or email
GMT@SearchTalentGlobal.com
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Knowledge Manager / Head of Research
Ref 1215
US - Chicago, IL
Technology/Financial Services Search
Strong knowledge management / research skills and Search
firm experience required. Downtown Chicago location offers
the chance to become an integral part of the team for this
boutique formed early 2003. With the quality of a tier 1 firm
and the collegiality of a boutique you will share professionally
and financially in the growing success of this firm.
All 5 partners have proven and ongoing track records within
Search and will encourage you as a key member and valuable
addition to the team.
Your responsibilities will cover:
Reactive, project oriented research efforts
Proactive, knowledge development efforts
Proactive, business development research efforts
Maintaining the integrity of the database
For more information please email Georgina Tremayne at
GMT@SearchTalentGlobal.com or call direct: +1 201 795 5168

Managing Director or Principal
Ref 1219
US - Chicago, IL
Insurance Search
Retained search firm specializing in Insurance Search,
headquartered in Chicago and with 6 domestic offices, is
interested in meeting with experienced retained search
professionals with an emphasis on Insurance Search.
This collegial, non-egotistical, environment will work well for you
if you are currently working at Principal, Partner or Managing
Director level showing demonstrable success within Insurance
search and you are looking for an environment where you can
grow your practice with manageable off-limits issues.
This private organization offers financial stability and solid
insurance knowledge. There is a substantial marketing database
already in place that is constantly updated with the latest
insurance intelligence.
There are 60 people in the organization and 7 within the retained
search division. The retained division operates as a boutique
specializing in Insurance search, but with the advantage of being
part of a larger and well established organization where the
opportunity to cross-sell other professional and human capital
services is encouraged with additional financial reward.
There is an approximate ratio of one recruiter to one
researcher/candidate developer so that you are able to focus all
your attention on business development. The position is based in
Chicago (downtown)
The existing team has substantial experience and strong personal
contact networks within insurance search. They already benefit
from a high percentage of repeat client business and they are
looking to work with like-minded people who are interested in
building their own client base.
If you have a good and growing reputation for quality work
within retained Insurance Search, currently billing over $500k in
the last twelve months, and work on C’ level searches then we
would like to speak with you.
Compensation: guaranteed base salary + commission +other
bonuses.
For a full discussion please email
Georgina Tremayne GMT@SearchTalentGlobal.com
Or call direct +1 201 795 5168 (East Coast)

Managing Director or Principal
Ref 1199
US - Baltimore, MD and Washington, DC
Interest in all Search Sectors
Two recent additions to the Baltimore and Washington offices
of this global search organization have created an exciting and
progressive atmosphere and a great environment for anyone at
Managing Director or Principal level who wants to keep more
of what they bill!
If you have genuine belief in your ability to bring in searches
and you are realizing that most of the revenue you have
created is being kept by your search firm, please call Georgina
Tremayne for a full discussion and to explore if this search
firms’ culture, support network and compensation structure
will be a better search environment for you.
GMT@SearchTalentGlobal.com or call +1 201 795 5168.
Partner
Ref 1207
US - San Francisco, CA
Technology Search
Progressive international boutique specializing in Technology is
interested in speaking with a potential partner based in San
Francisco for their ongoing expansion to the West Coast.
In March 2003 the Institute of Directors publication called this
search firm a “very successful boutique that put their clients
first”. In 2002 each of the partners averaged billings in excess
of $1.4M. With offices in Hong Kong, Singapore, Europe (3
locations) and East Coast (US), this firm is now seeking an
additional partner that will join their continuing success and
impact their strategic West Coast growth. This need directly
reflects demand from their domestic and international client
base.
Partners who recently joined this firm tend to be people that
are successfully working in search now but are considering
starting their own search firm because they are unable to
dictate the strategic vision of their current search
environment.
If you would like to discuss this firm’s culture and see if they
are the right move for you please contact:
Georgina Tremayne on (201) 795 5168 (East Coast) or email
GMT@SearchTalentGlobal.com

International Search boutique seeking partner/allies in
North America
Interest in speaking with Search individuals or Search firms
to partner with our offices and consultants located in DC,
Florida, California, Spain, and Latin America - plus our
associate firms in Europe and Asia/Pacific.
We seek highly motivated, well connected
Search/Management consultant or PR/sales bilingual
individual to become a Principal/Partner: strong business
developer with top-level relationships.
We are also open to discuss strategic alliances with
established local/regional search firms with no international
presence.
Contact David Bayer, Managing Director, at:
db@bayer-americas.com or call +1 202-756-4850.
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For some products,

a page is not enough…
Imagine logging in to your database, and having all of your current work appear automatically. A single click
and you have a screen detailing the progress of your work. Not just a generic screen, but a screen that reflects
your requirements – Management information for Managers, Candidate and Client information for Consultants,
Research information for Researchers. Or whatever you want for whatever way you work. Imagine having a
database so powerful that a single click will identify referees and associates of a candidate. A system so
integrated with the Internet that a single click will bring up the latest news on your client. Imagine being
able to take the information “on the road” with genuine TWO-WAY integration with MS Outlook and handheld
devices. Imagine a product that can actually help you win business.

SPECIALIST SOFTWARE

FOR

EXECUTIVE RECRUITMENT
“At a glance reporting structures”

 Your information, as you want it – through
Configurable Summary Pages
 Company and Executive level Organisation Structure tracking
 A range of home / remote working options
 Two-way integration with MS Outlook. Make appointment changes
on the road, and Synchronize them with FILEFINDER.
 Drag and drop record creation
 Automatic record creation in certain languages
 60 standard reports, with export to RTF (for MS Word) and PDF formats.
Bespoke reports available.
 Unique “Pop Up Memo” facility
 Assignment management workflow supported
 Fully relational “contact management”
 Assignment management and cost tracking
 Referencing module with “Reference Finder” facility
 Interactive web reporting tools for clients
 Fully validated candidate web interaction tool for reduced data entry
 Support for HR-XML
 Task management
 Tools for data quality control and cleaning
 Currency calculation facilities
 Support for “Alias” and “Similar Name” searching
 Bulk update of information
 Import from CD Rom and third party data sources
 Internet lookup facilities
 Inbuilt “Marketing Assistant” to support business development
campaigns
 Intelligence centre for managing and taking advantage of market
intelligence
 Support for most international character sets
 Technical Support available Worldwide

“Different
“DifferentScreens
Screensfor
fordifferent
differentusers”
users”

“Unique
“UniqueReferencing
Referencingmodule
moduleincluding
includingpowerful
powerful
relationship
relationshipfinder
findertool”
tool”

“Intuitive task management, with genuine two way
interaction with MS Outlook and handheld devices”

US: +1 (201) 795 1202 UK & Europe: +44 (0)20 7749 6100 Germany: +49 (0)69 9511 87 3
Australia/Asia: +61 2 9006 1194 Rest of the World: +44 (0)20 7749 6100
sales@dillistone.com www.dillistone.com
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